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About This Game

DriftKing 2D is an endless random generated Drifting game!
Just try to stay on the road!!

[Public Beta]

(DriftKing 2D - v0.166)

 Endless Mode (A New Game-mode coming soon!)

 5 biomes to explore.

 3 Cars to collect. (more cars coming soon!)

 50 colors to unlock to change the color of your cars.

 Additional missions to play during Endless mode.

 Day/Night Cycle (21:00 PM Local Time = 21:00 PM In-Game Time)

 Achievements
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 Unlockable music.

 Play with Keyboard, Mouse, Controller or by using Touch!

 Free updates. (Paid DLC will never happen!)

Future updates include:
New and updated biomes, New vehicles, New missions, New Music, New game modes, Secrets, Optimization and bug
fixes!, & more!

-Feedback is always very welcome & will directly impact development.-
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Title: DriftKing 2D
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
LolindirLink
Publisher:
LolindirLink
Release Date: 10 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 9, 10

Processor: Pretty low.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD3000+

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 195 MB available space

Sound Card: One Audio Jack+

Additional Notes: Input Device

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Portuguese
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This game is good for something to pass the time.
Most levels are quick 10 - 20 secs runs.. Fun and addicting. I'm gonna be honest... I like this game a lot... but it's too short. It has
very good controls and good graphics, but it's just too short. There's only 14 story-stages and I managed to finnish the game in 2
hours (with finnishing some quests.). Also, the first Cinderella Escape! was a puzzle-game. This is just a fighting-game. Nothing
more, nothing less. If this game wasn't so short, I would recomend it... sorry, but nice try Hajime.... Cheap game easy to get
achievments and cards. This game can be great. Instead of killing zombies you controll them witch is fun and you don't see
many games that do this.
Its in alpha but shows a lot of potential to become a great game. I'm hoping for new levels to come as soon as possible.

Obviously there was some stuff that i didn't like. Such as the way the zombies behave. For example when you tell them to attack
someone even tough they are getting their♥♥♥♥♥kicked they completely ignore the person thats tryng to kill them. So pretty
much what you do in this game is to tell them where to go and they handle the rest. The heart beat when your chaos meter gets
filled up is really loud and annoying... So on. I am writing these of the top of my head so i probably will froget about some of
them.

Played all the current levels. First 3 was a blast to play. Skirmish map however is really really hard.
The last map is only for alpha players and it basicly lets you spawn any npc you want and just do as you please witch was the
best map for me. I dont think there will be anything like a map editor/creator. At least i havent heard of it. If there is and i think
there HAS TO BE a map editor. That would give the game so much replay value.

So AI acts stupid sometimes. Both zombies and humans. Haven't come across any bugs. The existing levels are pretty good but
there is room for improvement. Other than that this game is really fun to play and it has an idea that we don't see in games very
often. I cant say you will like the game but i certinly love zombie games and this was one of the best i played as far as the
gameplay goes.... i cant get it to work like it dosent open :(. Is an ok game. For the price i think its worth.. Gotta love those 4k
pixels. How do I access this soundtrack? I've paid for it, but I can't find it on my PC.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSDVfBpWcKY&index=1&list=PLI-TR5iFiKtADACuJvFN5aWe6fQ_3hhX0

Lethe is a very well crafted adventure/puzzle game with a horror undertone.

The game starts as you embark on a journey to visit an island in hopes of uncovering more about your past. After a shipwreck
you end up in the island, but soon notice that the community has become a ghost town. As you progress in your investigation,
you find out that something went very wrong in the place. Once you recognize the dangers, it might be too late to make a
graceful exit.

Lethe mostly relies on atmosphere, forcing the player to go through creepy environments such as abandoned towns, mines, and
catacombs, among others, resulting in a paranoia-inducing experience as you don't know when the next scary segment is going to
happen. The graphics and sounds really make for an inmmersive experience in this sense.

You get to learn more about the town and your own backstory through notes scattered in the world. In general, it's an interesting
story, although it would have been better for the game to convey more of the story through actions and the environment, as some
sections of the game require too much reading and somewhat break the suspense of the gameplay.

The mechanics of the game are very varied: platforming sections, puzzles, enemy chases and walking simulation.

The puzzles are well designed, don't get frustrating, and become increasingly difficult at a sensible pace. The puzzles are in my
view one of the strongest parts of the game. Without spoiling anything, the fact that your character gains more abilities as the
game progresses opens the possibility for very enjoyable puzzles.

Between puzzles, there is some walking and platforming parts during the game, where you explore the world and learn more
about the story.

Just when you think you're safe, the horror element kicks in! The scary sections mostly consist of an enemy chasing you, while
you hide and escape to the next section of the game. The enemies are very strong and you have no way of defending yourself, so
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you're forced to hide from them, learn their patrol routes and the floorplan if you are to survive. These sections are really
intense, especially because it's easy to have your guard down during the preceeding puzzle-solving and world exploration
sections.

Lethe is a great game for players that enjoy an experience that combines puzzles, creepy atmospherics, and stealth-based
survival horror.
On the other hand, the game might not be suited for players that don't enjoy reading story lores or expect a jumpscare every five
minutes.
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great game!. A very interesting idea with a surprisingly good execution. A bit short, but for this price, can't really complain too
much.

I would love to see more chapters or a sequel with more depth and longer missions.

If you are into puzzle games you will probably like it but may find it a bit easy. Not sure why it has a "Difficult" tag.. This was
... Well this was a worthy ride. Took me about two hours to go through, and I'm sure I could go find some other stuff inside it.

Unfortunately, this is another short "story experience" kind of VR game, and I've been aching for a game I can properly sink
hours of my eyeballs into. This one isn't that yet.

However, what it will do IS give you a unique story experience. If you're looking at this game, chances are you already know it
has some ... twists. And yes, there's a couple tricks this game pulls that gave me moments of GENUINE discomfort. So VVR is
worth a check!. Thank am own mars now good experience. good and relaxing game. tells a story and history.
so.. left or right?. Tips for how to play this game: right-click the game in your game list, go to "Local Files", browse local files,
mess with the game configuration files (there are two) turn off music, set resolution, give yourself infinite ammo, and then play.
It's more fun that way. The controls are whack: arrow keys to move, ctrl to boost, / to shoot. If you got this for cheap, it could be
worth it. But don't pay full price.

Server is UP Registration is UP- Updates and Upgrades on Server Updates in comment section:
Hey alright so quick run down of where we are.

We are currently testing and working a few bugs out of the patch and software at the same time we are upgrading the current
working server. Im about done on the current working server.

Yesterday a few people informed us of a few potential security issues that would allow players to possibly take control of
functions to give themselves unlimted this or that, and some other less than savory things. We started working on some fixes for
that, as well as the patch updates we were already working on. We took the server down to start doing some intial work and
decided that since we already had it down, and the security patch wasnt in place yet, and there had already been some attempts
to get in, we would just wait to put the server back up until everything was ready.

No one regrets the server being down for 4-5 hours more than we do. But we believe it was worth it this early in the launch to
beef up the server, fix some security loop holes, as well as patch the issues that were literally the top 3 complaints about the
game, and generated the majority of negative reviews.

- Usernames with a space in them, the space was automatically deleted and the account created without actually notifying the
player that a Space in the name isnt allowed. Derp on us. We missed that.

- Screen Resolutions on a small number of players where they have to run in windowed mode.

- Issues in Tutorial mission system. Didnt show up like it should all the time, and then also a few quests were broken which
added some frustration.

Theres a stack of other things we are taking from player feed back such as asteroids in Gen zone jumping to quick for small
players to kill, leaving the player wondering did i kill the asteroid or where did it go as they literally just started playing the
game, Ai defenders not guarding against PKers at Gen Zone spawn, and a few other things. We have been gather all your feed
back ont he forum.

To round up we are planning on patching as soon as the update is gold, which shouldnt be to far off. Hang tight, we apperciate
it, and will keep updating you as we get more news. In the future we will have a 2 hour window scheduled each week for content
and adjustment updates. So everyone will know far far ahead of time.

Thanks and back to you soon!

StarReaper. Ver 1.12.2 Patch Notes - 11/20/2017:
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Fixed the issue where the experience wasn't saved in online co-op.

During online co-op, even if a client disconnects, the host can continue to invite players

. Helium Rain update : gamepad, 4K, bugfixing:
Hello !

We've just released our first patch to Helium Rain, including community-requested features and fixes.

Seeing players enjoy the game, despite some rough edges, is really great - we're especially happy to see so many ideas and
change requests on the discussions forum. Some of these are already in this update, more will come !

What's new ?. Helium Rain modding kit released:
Hello there !

After months in development, we're finally ready to release the Helium Rain mod support we initially promised during Early
Access. Mod support is always a pretty great way to enhance a game's lifetime - speaking as a former mod developer.

Installing mods. Twelve days of Christmas – Day EIGHT:

Welcome back again, friends!. Update 1.3.1:
A small patch with fixes and a slight change in balance

 Fixed bug with flickering goods in the trade portal

 Prices for printed goods slightly increased
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 The under construction buildings now show the icon of the building with progress

 Zoom affects on camera speed movement

 The sound of the portal became a little quieter and less intrusive

 After the demolition of large buildings, ruins appear also large.

 Fixed bug with calculation of zeppelins on cliffs

. Development Stages of Eldervale:
A short video displaying the development process of Eldervale so far. It's been a long journey, but I'm going to push forward
until I can make the most of it.

https://youtu.be/bP4W7IdYBuE. [Release] Toricky for $ 14.99 & OST for $ 6.99 on Steam Jan 13, 2017:

Toricky for $ 14.99 & OST for $ 6.99 on Steam Jan 13, 2017. Update 1.9.13:

 Added upgrades select for water filter.

 Added new building - school.

 Starting capital increased by 500 overall.

 4-digit numbers can now be entered in trading settings.

 The birth of the population as a whole is accelerated by 32%.

 The Birth Law is now also available in orbit.

 The forest shader is slightly optimized.

 Texts updated.
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